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India's foreign policy has witnessed a dramatic transformation since the end of the Cold War. Though academic study of Indian foreign policy has also shown a degree of maturity, theoretical ...
New Directions in India's Foreign Policy
India’s choice is to understand and shape them or be at the receiving end. Indian foreign policy, like that of most other States, has generally given primacy to the frictions and friendships relating ...
Expanding India’s foreign policy canvas
Despite the caricature of Narasimha Rao being indecisive, he was one of the most decisive leaders this nation had seen. On all crucial issues, he took decisions that have continued to shape India’s ...
If India Today Has a Chair at the Global High Table, It is Thanks to the 1991 Reforms
The reforms generated rapid economic growth and transformed the way India engaged with the world. Professor Harsh V Pant is Director, Studies and Head of the Strategic Studies Programme at Observer ...
How economic reforms influenced India’s foreign policy conversations
At an investor meet called to promote India's latest offering of discovered fields for bidding, Puri said India, besides offering the world's fastest-..
India seeks foreign, private investments in oil and gas production
India will take over the Presidency of the UN Security Council on August 1 and its first working day will be Monday when India’s Permanent Representative to the UN TS Tirumurti will hold a briefing on ...
India to assume presidency of UNSC today
India has a huge interest in Afghanistan,' says Russian diplomat India poised for double-digit growth this fiscal: Niti Aayog's Rajiv Kumar From Tehran to Moscow, Afghanistan overshadows Jaishankar's ...
India should aim to provide 'vishwagurus': VP Venkaiah Naidu
It is a singular honour for us to be presiding over the Security Council the same month when we are celebrating our 75th Independence Day,” India’s Permanent Representative to the UN Ambassador T S ...
India takes over UNSC presidency for August; maritime security, counter-terrorism key priorities
So far as the Chinese handling of India was concerned, it was based on two assumptions. First, that the economic sanctions would make things increasingly difficult for India and force them to the ...
Why China's Strategy To Isolate India After Vajpayee Government's Nuclear Tests Failed
Going ahead, June quarter earnings, Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) monetary policy outcome, auto sales data and the PMI numbers will continue to drive stock-specific movements on D-Street.
The week ahead: From RBI Policy to Q1 results, here are key market cues for investors
India receives the highest ever foreign direct investment during the financial year 2020-21 at $ 81.72 billion, as an impact of PLI schemes in various sectors, accelerated digitalization and the ...
Inflow Of FDI In India Accentuates By 10% In FY21
A nation’s merchant navy is a strategic asset, second in importance only to its ‘fighting navy’. It needs to be protected from high taxes and discriminatory norms.
India’s merchant navy is sinking. But foreign shippers are riding high, filling their coffers
The Nigerian Institute of International Affairs (NIIA) held a two-day Virtual Roundtable on Nigeria’s Foreign Policy on Monday, 12th and Tuesday, July 13, 2021. The theme of the Roundtable was ...
Resurrection of NIIA: A Review and Agenda Setting for Nigeria’s Foreign Policy
The top diplomats of India and the United States pledged Wednesday to expand their multilateral security partnership, underscoring the deepening of ties between two countries concerned ...
US, India agree to expand multilateral security partnership
In what ways has Brexit impacted British foreign policy? By tracking and assessing new directions and traditional roles in British foreign policy, this new collection of papers by LSE Master's ...
British Foreign Policy Post-Brexit: Pursuing a New Role for 'Global Britain'?
The Chinese have been pursuing an aggressive foreign policy aided and abetted by the ‘Wolf Warrior diplomats of the country’s Foreign Ministry across the world. Whether it is Hong Kong, Taiwan, ...
Fear and anxiety dominates Chinese foreign policy
Pakistan foreign minister Qureshi vouches for the Taliban, Railways to stop salaries to employees unless they get vaccinated by Aug 31, and.
Pakistan round-up: Federal & Sindh govts spar over lockdown amid 4th wave, Railways' 'no vaccine no salary' policy, & more
This is the first study of Israeli foreign policy towards the Middle East and selected world powers including China, India, the European Union and the United States since the end of the Cold War. It ...
Israeli Foreign Policy since the End of the Cold War
China’s former Commerce Minister Chen Deming called for predictability in government policy making, progress on intellectual property protection and respect for talent to keep foreign investment in ...
China needs predictability in govt policy, intellectual property protection to keep foreign investment: China’s former Commerce Minister
By Sauro Dasgupta The Chinese State has a worldview that is much different from other nations like India and the US in the sense that its foreign policy is based entirely on how to how to survive and ...
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